
Wisdom with Sex 
Central idea: We must utilize God's gift of sex appropriately. 

Look up. 
Read the passage thoughtfully. 
What did you like about the passage? 
What did you find difficult about the passage? 
What does this passage teach about people? 
What does this passage teach about God? 
  
This was our last sermon on Proverbs. What general principles have you taken away from this 
series? 

In chapters 1-9 of Proverbs, Solomon spends roughly 1/3 of it warning his sons regarding sexual 
immorality. Why do you think he spends so much time on this topic? [If you are a parent, how much 
time do you spend encouraging and warning your kids in this area?] 

The temptation of sin, specifically sexual immorality in Proverbs 5 is described as pleasing and 
pleasurable but ultimately leading to the grave. In what ways does sin present itself as pleasurable in 
your life? Second, how has giving in to sin resulted in failing to experience abundant life (death like 
experiences)? 

Look forward. 
Solomon exhorts his sons to stand firmly against sexual immorality through a series of 
encouragements in verses 7-23. 

First, in verse 7 he tells his sons to pursue wisdom in all areas of life. The more we walk in wisdom 
the more we will be able to resist sexual immorality. What has your pursuit of wisdom/God looked 
like over the past week? Do you feel like this is sufficient to empower you to overcome temptation? 

Second, in verse 8 he says to avoid areas where temptation exists. Where are the places or 
situations where you find yourself most tempted? How can you avoid these things? 

Third, in verses 9-14 and 21-23 Solomon challenges his sons to use prudence. Prudence is the idea 
of considering the result before starting something. He wants them, and by extension us, to consider 
what would happen if we give in to sexual immorality. How would a greater dose of prudence affect 
your decision making? 

Fourth, verses 15-20 challenge those of us who are married to enjoy sex with our spouse. 1 
Corinthians 7:5 is very specific about commanding regular sex within a marriage. How well do you 
and your spouse talk about sex? 

Verse 21 points out that everything we do is seen by God and can either bring him glory or grief. Sex 
in a unique way is meant to be a signpost pointing us to the reality of union with God and a shadow 
of ultimate pleasure in Christ (see Ephesians 5:31-33). Whether you are single or married, how 
should the reality that sex is not ultimate but rather union with God is, affect our view of sex today?


